This paper presents estimation of the quantity of concrete and reinforcement that can be recycled for residential buildings constructed as skeleton structures. Models based on artificial intelligence, involving the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and the Support Vector Machines (SVM) methods, were formed in order to estimate quantities of these materials. The results show that the application of ANNs and SVM methods is a good solution for the estimation of recycling capacity. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for the selected ANNs for predicting quantity of concrete and reinforcement is 8.74 % and 12.58 %, respectively. Ocjena mogućnosti recikliranja pomoću metoda ANN i SVM U ovom je radu prikazana analiza količina betona i armature koje se mogu reciklirati iz stambenih zgrada sa skeletnim konstrukcijama. Kako bi se procijenile količine tih materijala, izrađeni su modeli bazirani na umjetnoj inteligenciji, pri čemu su korištene metode ANN (umjetne neuronske mreže) i SVM (metoda potpornih vektora). Rezultati pokazuju da se primjenom metoda ANN i SVM postižu dobra rješenja za procjenu mogućnosti recikliranja. Srednja apsolutna postotna pogreška (MAPE) mreža ANN odabranih za predviđanje količine betona i armature iznosi 8,74 % za beton i 12,58 % za armaturu. 
Introduction
Building, as a result of a construction project, has its own lifetime that begins with the need for constructing it, and ends when the building is no longer needed and can not be changed, i.e. when it has to be demolished. Removal of buildings, at the end of their service life, produces large quantities of materials that can still be used to a greater or lesser extent. Defining ways for easy and simple use of materials produced in the process of building demolition, is aimed at reducing or completely eliminating the costs of building disposal. Ever increasing costs of waste disposal and growing emphasis on the need for higher awareness and concern for the environment, have led to an increased use of recycled materials in construction industry. Depending on the type of buildings planned for demolition, there are various kinds of materials that can be generated during the demolition process and then recycled. Considering that in the territory of the Republic of Serbia there are 22,272,500 square meters of flats that are older than 70 years, and 74,053,973 square meters of flats that are older than 45 years, it can easily be concluded that the country has a significant potential for the recycling of construction materials [1] . The reusability of materials obtained in the process of demolition of existing reinforced concrete structures, along with adequate preparation and processing, largely eliminates the need for disposal of large quantities of materials. The use of materials obtained by recycling can lead to reduction of costs of new building processes, by reduced use of new materials and reduced material disposal costs [2] . For this reason, the evaluation of the quantity of materials suitable for recycling, i.e. concrete and reinforcement in this particular case, and their use in the construction of new facilities, is a very important step forward. However, the evaluation of quantities of concrete and reinforcement resulting from demolition of existing buildings is not always an easy process. The reason for this is in many cases the lack of design documentation, which complicates assessment of quantities of concrete and reinforcement. The development of simple estimating models diminishes influence of visual examination of design, or influence of the data that can not be collected. One of the ways for forming such models is through application of artificial intelligence. In construction industry, artificial Intelligence can be applied at all stages of construction projects, from the earliest stages of planning and design, to the recycling of building materials during demolition. Models based on artificial intelligence can be used for quick and easy estimation of the quantities of concrete and reinforcement for recycling, in case the design and technical documentation for the building planned for demolition proves unavailable. The basic prerequisite for formation of a model based on artificial intelligence is a suitable database, as it is considered essential for accurate estimation by the model [3] . This paper presents an overview of current work in this field as well as the application of artificial intelligence in solving similar problems. It also provides the analysis of the database specially made for solving this problem, and depicts application of ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) and SVM (Support Vector Machines) for the purpose of estimating the recycling capacity of residential buildings that are to be demolished at the end of their service life. The main goal of this research is to analyse and confirm that artificial intelligence can provide a great support in the construction waste management process. The primary hypothesis is that ANN and SVM models can offer sufficient estimation accuracy, which will diminish influence of building design when planning management of construction waste.
Literature review
Nowadays, ANN and SVM are tools that are mostly applied for solving problems of regression and classification by changing the parameters that control their training. The beginning of the neural network development can be traced back to the year of 1943 and the article of Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts entitled "Logical calculations of the ideas typical of neural activity". A great contribution to artificial neural networks has been made due to the interest of the American Military Agency DARPA (Defense Advances Research Projects) [4] . The SVM was introduced by Vladimir V. Vapnik [5] in 1995 and the method was primarily used for solving classification problems. However, in recent times, the method has spread to the domain of solving regression problems. The SVM is a method for training and defining the function of separation in classification problems, or for making predictions in regression problems. This approach is based on the SLT (statistical learning theory) developed by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [6] in the late twentieth century. Ginaydin and Gibson [7] analysed the models based on ANN where the output data, the cost of the building, were formed as per square meter of the building area. Thirty prestressedconcrete buildings were analysed, and the prediction accuracy was 7 %. Lazarevska et al. [8] presented application of neural networks in solving complex construction problems, in particular for determining fire resistance of structural elements. They made a prediction model for defining fire resistance of RC columns embedded into walls and exposed to standard fire from one side. The database included 398 cases and was divided into two groups: the training data -318, and the testing data -80 cases. They made a comparison of calculated (actual) and predicted fire resistance curves for an eccentrically loaded RC column. It was concluded that these curves and relevant results are similar. In their research, Lazarevska et al. [9] presented application of an artificial neural network and proposed a model for determining fire resistance of centrally loaded composite columns made of concrete and steel. They analysed 87 cases, 70 of which were chosen for the training of neural networks and 17 for prediction accuracy testing. Minor errors were observed by comparing predictions obtained by ANN models with real values. Mučenski et al. [10] published a paper about estimation of recycling capacity of concrete and rebars for residential buildings constructed as skeletal structures. 95 projects were found in GRAĐEVINAR 70 (2018) 9, 783-792 Estimation of recycling capacity using ANN and SVM the training set, with 9 input and 2 output data. The models were based on ANN in Matlab. Z-score normalisation of data was used. The resulting percentage error and the actual value in this paper was 9.10 %. By applying neural networks, Peško [3] proposed a model for estimating cost and time needed for the construction of urban roads. The database included 130 ongoing and realized construction/reconstruction projects involving urban roads. The data were divided into two groups: the training data 115 instances and the testing data 15 instances, and the pseudo random sampling method was applied. The normalisation of data was conducted using the z-score normalisation. The MAPE for the model that provided the best result was 7.93 % for cost and 5.87 % for construction period. Kim et al. [11] published a study on the estimation of costs according to three models, and made a comparative analysis. The models were based on the multiple regression analysis MRA, artificial neural network ANN, and reasoning based on and case-based reasoning (CBR). The survey was conducted on 530 residential building projects constructed in the period from 1997 to 2000 in Seoul. The model accuracy measurement was performed using absolute error. The best prediction was obtained by applying ANNs. However, the disadvantage of this method compared to the CBR model was that MRA was a slow process of finding the optimal network using an iterative procedure. Sonmez [12] made a conceptual cost estimation of building projects in the USA in the period between 1975 and 1995. He compared the models made by regression analysis and ANN. The validation was performed on the basis of square error and absolute error. Additionally, the advantages and disadvantages of these models were presented, and comments regarding simultaneous use of these two models were given, which suggested combined use of the two models. Wang and Gibson [13] analysed two model types in order to predict success of various projects. The first model was based on simple linear regression, whereas the second one was based on artificial neural networks. They analysed data for 62 industrial facilities and 78 multi-storey buildings. The analysis of their model showed that the projects for which good planning was initially done exhibited better performance upon completion. Cheng and Wu [14] linked two approaches to artificial intelligence (fast genetic algorithm-fmGa and SVM) for the purpose of solving problems in the area of construction management. The name of the new model is ESIM (evolutionary support vector machine inference model). The aim of developing a new model was to obtain a minimum prediction error, and to simultaneously find optimum parameters trade-off and kernel parameter. Based on the analysis and results obtained in the study, the authors concluded that the ESIM model could be used for solving various problems in construction management. Strobbe et al. [15] investigated whether it was possible to learn the architectural style from a set of cases, and whether there was a possibility to classify new styles as similar or different styles (designs) from the observed cases. Two methods were applied (SVM and graph kernels). In addition, the authors demonstrated feasibility of the proposed detection method on the example of "Malagueira houses". They concluded that their model, with an accuracy of 87.5 %, was able to generalize styles that were not taken into account during training. Cheng et al. [16] proposed the EFSIMT model (Evolutionary Fuzzy Support Vector Machine Model Inference for Time Series Data) for the prediction of HPC (High Performance Concrete) strength. The EFSIMT model was obtained by joining the multiple methods FL (Fuzzy Logic), wSVM (weighted Support Vector Machines) and fmGA (fast messy genetic algorithms). The database included 1030 samples of concrete, and the data were divided into two groups -the training data -90 % or 927 samples -the testing data -10 % or 103 samples.
The authors compared the EFSIMT model results with the results obtained by SVM and BNP, which were previously explored by other authors. It was noted that better results in prediction of high-performance were obtained by the EFSIMT model, compared to the SVM and BPN. It was concluded that EFSIMT is a good tool for defining the HPC strength. Zhang et al. [17] predicted profitability of construction companies in China using the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method and SVM. Based on the PCA method, the authors obtained the index ("composite index"), and then applied the technique to predict profitability with this index by using SVM. The results showed that the well 'trained' SVM model could predict profitability with an accuracy of over 80 %. By applying the ESIM (Evolutionary Support Vector Machine Inference Model), Cheng et al. [18] predicted success of a number of construction projects. ESIM is a method that integrates two methods: SVM and fmGA. The research also included the application of CAPP (Continuous Assessment of Project Performance) in order to select factors that influence success of a project. The database included 46 construction projects. The authors concluded that the ESIM method provides good results in predicting project success. By applying a set of ANN and SVM, Wang et al. [19] predicted the cost of construction and construction time schedule, i.e. they explored in which way project success is influenced by early planning of construction work. The database included 92 valid samples (of the project) collected in the period from 2007 to 2010, representing a total construction cost of about $ 1.1 billion. The collected information was used for construction and for testing the set of neural networks and SVM prediction models. The data were divided into two groups: 67 training sets and 25 testing sets. By comparing the results, the authors concluded that the SVM model provides a cost prediction accuracy of 92 %, whereas for predicting successfulness of a dynamic plan the use of ANN (Adaptive Boosting NN) ensures the prediction accuracy of 80 %. The review of relevant literature has not provided any research that refers to application of ANN and SVM methods for the purpose of estimating quantity of construction material (concrete and reinforcement) required for the construction, recycling etc. GRAĐEVINAR 70 (2018) 9, 783-792 Aleksandra Vujkov, Dragana Bibić, Igor Peško, Vladimir Mučenski, Jasmina Dražić, Milan Trivunić
Proposed methodology
The research required collecting data on the quantities of material of skeletal buildings, which were in fact taken from the design for the building permit. ANN and SVM models were formed using the data collected in this way. The key part of the analysis in the application of artificial intelligence is the database that needs to be properly prepared. For a good model, a valid database is certainly a necessary precondition, but it is not sufficient. A good model has good generalization capabilities. Models were formed based on 9 input parameters describing characteristics of buildings and two output parameters, the quantity of concrete and steel reinforcement. ANN and SVM models were created, and models which provided the lowest MAPE were selected, using an iterative procedure via the software STATISTICA 8 [20] . 25 ANN models for estimating quantity of concrete and reinforcement in the case of two output data [21] , and 5 SVM models for estimating the quantity of concrete, were formed in the previous research [22] . The z-score normalisation for data preparation was applied in both options. In order to expand the research presented in the following text, the data were prepared using another type of min-max normalisation, as well as the data that were not normalized. Additionally, 120 ANNs models were formed, which enabled separate estimation of concrete and reinforcement. Thirty models were formed using the SVM method in order to estimate the quantity of concrete and reinforcement. At the end, a comparative analysis was conducted on the accuracy of ANN and SVM models that provided the most acceptable error.
Database for ANN and SVM Models
The database was based on the characteristics and quantities of the studied materials from 100 projects (residential buildings) located on the territory of Novi Sad, Republic of Serbia, with the purpose being to form an estimation model on the quantity of concrete and reinforcement embedded in existing structures i.e. to estimate the quantity of concrete and reinforcement that could be recycled (fundamental structures, columns, stiffening walls, beams and floor structures). When forming the database, the aim was to keep it simple yet informative, i.e. to incorporate all data that are highly relevant to the accuracy of the model. The data contained in the database for formation of ANN and SVM models were divided into input and output data. Parameters that describe building characteristics were numerical, geometric and structural. Input data were related primarily to building characteristics that are in correlation with the quantity of concrete and reinforcement such as: complexity of the building, total gross area of the building, average gross floor area, height of the building, number of stiffening walls, longitudinal and transverse disposition of the structure, type of floor structure, and type of floor support structure. Output data were the quantity of concrete and reinforcement. All structures rest on the foundation slab, and so it was considered to be a constant for all buildings. The foundation work characteristics were not analysed as input data. Although a small number of buildings have other types of foundations, it was not advisable to consider this information due to the lack of data and possible distortion to ANN and SVM. The database included only buildings without dilatations or with just one dilatation. The parameters chosen for describing characteristics of the structure are shown in Table 1 . They include geometric and structural characteristics of the building. 
Input data
Complexity of building Estimation of recycling capacity using ANN and SVM Buildings were classified into 4 categories according to their complexity. Buildings classified under category 1 (simple complex) were rectangular in base and were without any changes in the construction in height; buildings classified under category 2 (medium complex) were rectangular in base and were with minor changes in the construction in height; complex buildings classified under category 3 were those with an indented base while very complex buildings were those with a complex base and with significant changes in the floor structure. Category 4 is highly atypical, and buildings belonging to this category were not included in the database. Basic parameters which directly influence the output data were the total area of the building and the floor surfaces. When defining surfaces, gross surface data were taken for convenience of determination in the phase of analysing characteristics of the building when it was difficult to estimate the net area. The height of the building as a parameter was directly related to the total area of the building and in this way it affected the output data when processing the database. The height of buildings was measured from the ground surface to the highest point of the building. In aseismic design and construction of the skeletal system it was expected to build stiffening walls in order to amortize the impact of earthquakes. Stiffening walls were made of reinforced concrete, which explains their inclusion in the database. Ranges of main vertical elements were directly related to dimensions of horizontal supporting elements. Larger ranges require larger dimensions of the elements and thus a greater quantity of material. Buildings with two types of floor structure -solid reinforced concrete slab and semi-prefabricated FERT type floor structure, as well as two types of supporting floor structures, as shown in Table 1 , were taken into consideration in the process of gathering material for this research. For the purpose of forming a model based on artificial intelligence, i.e. on the application of ANN and SVM in this particular case, the entire database had to be divided into two subsets: the training data and the testing data. Additionally, extreme values (min and max) of all parameters (input and output) had to be included in the training subset. The scope of the newly established model was thus extended, which provided for higher accuracy of the estimation. Additionally, all projects that fell outside the scope of the database, i.e. that had an extreme value of some of the data compared to most of the data, were eliminated from further analysis. This was in fact the reason why the building with the largest area (9,500m2) was excluded from further analysis.
The data belonging to training set and to a testing set were not defined by random selection only. Namely, in the context of a database composed of 99 buildings (after exclusion of the project with the largest surface area), the value of output parameters was divided into 8 intervals for concrete (from 0 to 499, from 500 to 999, from 1000 to 1499, from 1500 to 1999, from 2000 to 2499, from 2500 to 2999, from 3000 to 3499, and from 3500 to 3999) and 9 intervals for reinforcement (from 25000 to 49999, from 50000 to 74999, from 75000 to 99999, from 100000 to 124999, from 125000 to 149999, from 150000 to 174999, from 175000 to 199999, from 200000 to 224999, and from 225000 to 249999). After counting, distribution of the database on training and testing data was carried out, but on condition that the structure of one set reflects the structure of the other, and vice versa. As described above, 10 projects were selected and they form a testing subset. In other words, a subset of training data consists of the remaining 89 projects. When choosing data, care was taken that the data related to materials be harmonized, i.e. that selected projects with the quantity of concrete and reinforcement fit right into intervals with the highest number of repetitions. During selection of samples, minimum and maximum extremes were not taken into account to enable a more accurate prediction of the quantities of material. For the purpose of creating the ANN model, apart from the above mentioned divisions, another set of 10 samples (which was intended to avoid overfitting the network) was chosen within the selected training database. The above mentioned subset is the cross-validation subset, and the samples were chosen according to the same principle as the samples from the testing subset. Table 2 presents the minimum and maximum values of the subsets for training, validation and testing. Bearing in mind the input data, their characteristics, and their differences in the order of magnitude, it was necessary to actually prepare these data for proper use. For the model forming purposes, the data were normalised to reduce them to the same order of magnitude. This normalisation was performed using the z-score normalisation (performs transformation of data into the boundaries from -1 to 1) and the min-max normalisation (performs transformation of data into the boundaries from 0 to 1) [23] . The normalisation was carried out for input and output data within a training subset, as well as for input data from the testing subset.
After definition of the model, it was necessary to reverse the data 
Building ANN Models
Artificial neural networks created using Statistica 8 allow selection of one or more parameters as output data, which is different and very useful compared to other forms of artificial intelligence that do not have this feature. One model can predict the quantity of several different materials. The networks that provide estimation in case of just one output data (concrete or reinforcement) were formed for the purposes of this research and to ensure comparability of data with the SVM method. Finding the most appropriate model of artificial neural network was an iterative process that was conducted in several phases. The first phase of model creation involved input of normalized data into the software, and arrangement of samples in three different subsets -training, validation and testing, as discussed in previous section. Input values (nine parameters shown in Table 1 ) and output values (quantity of concrete and reinforcement) were defined in the second phase. The range of hidden and output neurons, and the type of neural network, were selected in the third phase, which was the most important phase in the creation of the ANN model. The network type MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) was used for the purposes of this research. In addition to its use for solving classification problems, the MLP is also utilised for regression analysis [24] . The activation functions for the hidden and output neurons were set in the fourth phase. As to activation functions of hidden neurons, unipolar and bipolar sigmoid functions are the functions that are most frequently used for this type of problem [25] . According to that, logistic activation function and hyperbolic tangent were used for hidden neurons, whereas the activation function identity was used for output neurons. Besides the mentioned functions that were selected in previous iterations, software provides the possibility for creating the networks in such a way that software chooses the best activation functions by itself from a wide range of offered functions, which was the last phase of model creation. The activation functions of ANN models that provided the most accurate prediction are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 .
Activation functions of ANN models
Each iteration for creating the artificial neural network involved setting a number of training networks that ranges from 50 to 5000, as well as the number of networks out of which only the first ranked network from those 50 to 5000 was taken into consideration. Sixty models were created for estimating the quantity of concrete, and 60 models for the quantity of reinforcement. These models were obtained by analysing and processing the real data (without normalisation) as well as by processing the data using the z-score and min-max normalisation. The obtained output values were compared with the testing subset, and the models that provided the most accurate predictions were shown in the results. A comparative analysis was based on APE (absolute percentage error) and MAPE (mean absolute percentage error).
Building the SVM Models
The first step towards formation of the SVM model involved definition of the database and division of the data into input and output data, as explained in previous section. After adequate database preparation, the model forming activity was initiated. After defining the training and validation subset, the software offers a choice of error function. By using this software, two types of error functions can be distinguished (Table 4) .
Table 4. Error function of SVM model
Type 1 function is defined by the parameters of trade-off (C) and insensitivity zone (e), and the type 2 function is defined by the parameters of trade-off (C) and Nu (ν) -upper bound on the fraction of errors and a lower bound on the fraction of support vectors (SVs) [26] . The values of parameters C and e range from 0 to ∞, and the value of parameter ν ranges from 0 to 1. The Kernel RBF function, in which the parameter γ was varied, was also defined:
Based on the entered data and selection of the above mentioned parameters, the training model was implemented and a subsequent validation of the model was conducted. More precisely, the accuracy of the generated and reversed data was tested i.e. deviations from expected values were checked. A comparative analysis was based on APE (absolute percentage error) and MAPE (mean absolute percentage error). 30 models in total were formed to estimate the quantity of material, i.e. 15 SVM models to estimate the required quantity of Estimation of recycling capacity using ANN and SVM It should be noted that out of 12 selected ANN models, the best results were obtained by the MLP 9-6-1 network, which had 6 hidden neurons and 9 inputs formed on the basis of the z-score normalisation. Model 5 had MAPE of 8.74 % for estimation of the quantity of concrete. As presented, Tanh activation function for hidden neurons provided better results than the exponential function. Interestingly, the min-max normalisation showed lower accuracy than the ANN with unmodified input data (without normalisation).
As can be seen in Table 6 , model 18 provided the lowest MAPE of 12.58 % for the reinforcement quantity estimation. Model MLP 9-13-1 has 13 hidden neurons and 9 inputs that were formed on the basis of the z-score normalisation. Again, the z-score normalisation provided the best accuracy, while the min-max concrete, and 15 SVM models to estimate the required quantity of reinforcement. Out of 15 SVM models for estimating the required quantity of concrete, 5 models were obtained from the analysis and processing of real values, 5 models were obtained from the z-score normalisation, and 5 models were obtained from the min-max normalisation. The same approach was applied for the remaining 15 SVM models, which were selected for estimating the required quantity of reinforcement.
Results and discussion
The ANN models, which provided the most accurate prediction of targeted materials, and a comparative overview of results by types of normalisation, are shown in Table 5 and Table 6 . Table 5 . MAPE of ANN models -estimation of required quantity of concrete Aleksandra Vujkov, Dragana Bibić, Igor Peško, Vladimir Mučenski, Jasmina Dražić, Milan Trivunić normalisation exhibited the lowest accuracy. Generally, it can be concluded that the ANN had better results when predicting the quantities of concrete, possibly because differences between structure designs were lower for concrete quantities. Designers of residential buildings often have vast experience and can easily predict dimensions of elements. Furthermore, they often rely on previous experience when adopting these dimensions. On the other hand, the quantity of reinforcement mostly depends on load parameters and is generated by an appropriate structural design software. Normally, dimensions of elements also play a very important role in this process, but small changes in concrete element dimensions can have a great impact on the quantity of reinforcement required for the structure. After analysing accuracy of ANN, the same experiment was applied on the SVM. In order to obtain a valid comparison, the same normalisations were used separately for concrete and reinforcement. Table 7 and Table 8 present MAPE for all 30 models of SVM, separately for concrete and reinforcement. Out of 15 analysed models for predicting the quantity of concrete, the best results were obtained for model 6 with the lowest MAPE 9.28 % and with parameters C = 10, e = 0.1 and γ = 1/[(2s)] · 2 = 0.1 formed on the z-score normalisation.
In the prediction of the quantity of reinforcement, the best results were obtained using the model 17 with MAPE 15.81 % Table 8 . MAPE of SVM models -estimation of required quantity of reinforcement Table 7 . MAPE of SVM models -estimation of required quantity of concrete GRAĐEVINAR 70 (2018) 9, 783-792
Estimation of recycling capacity using ANN and SVM and parameters C = 10, e = 0.1 and γ=1/[(2s)] · 2 = 0.01 formed on the min-max normalisation, and the model 27 with the same values of 15.81 % with parameters C = 10, e = 0.1 and γ = 1/ [(2s)] · 2 = 0.01 whose data were not normalized. The SVM showed greater precision stability as the magnitude of difference between the best and the worst prediction results was smaller, compared to the value obtained using ANN. Table 9 . MAPE of ANN and SVM models -comparative overview Table 9 shows comparison of results obtained using the ANN and SVM models. When analysing the use of ANN with regard to this specific problem, it can be concluded that the type of normalisation can have a significant impact on the accuracy of ANN. At the same time, it was established that SVM was immune to the use of the normalisation process. When analysing the impact of normalisation, it can be concluded that the z-score normalisation exhibits the highest level of precision. ANN showed higher precision for prediction of quantities of both concrete and reinforcement. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the comparison between the obtained (predicted) results and the real values for the concrete and reinforcement, for the models that give the best MAPE.
Conclusion
This paper shows how the ANN and SVM methods can be applied to predict the quantity of concrete and reinforcement based on the database of 100 projects. Several models with different parameters were formed, and the models with the most accurate results were selected. Models were formed based on nine input parameters describing characteristics of buildings, and two output parameters, the quantity of concrete and the quantity of steel reinforcement. Different parameters were chosen for building the ANN models: number of input and hidden neurons (from 1 to 20), type of activation functions, number of training networks (from 50 to 5000) and type of network (MLP). Two types of functions were chosen for building the SVM models: Type 1 in which parameters C and e (from 0 to ∞) were varied, and Type 2, where parameters C and ν (from 0 to 1) were varied. In the case of estimating the required quantity of concrete and reinforcement based on historical data, the best results were obtained for models with the lowest mean absolute prediction error. MAPE of the ANN model MLP 9-6-1 with 6 hidden neurons and 9 inputs formed on the basis of the data that are normalized by using z-score normalisation for the prediction of the quantities of concrete amounted to 8.74 %. For the prediction of the quantities of reinforcement, MAPE of the ANN model MLP 9-13-1 with 13 hidden neurons and 9 inputs formed on the basis of z-score normalisation amounted to 12.58 %. After analysis, it was concluded that all models have the mean absolute error below 20 %, which is acceptable for this type of problem, i.e. for estimating recycling capacity of multi-storey residential buildings. Future research should focus on analysing the database structure in full detail, as well as on increasing the number of parameters for the database. Adding new parameters will significantly improve accuracy of results regarding quantity of concrete and reinforcement. Also, it is possible to analyse the significance of input data on the accuracy of prediction, which may enable reduction in the number of input data, with potential increase in accuracy for the same quantity of data. In addition, it is possible to expand the analysis with the application of other types of normalisation on historical data, which can significantly influence the accuracy of results. Although this paper analyses the reinforced concrete skeleton systems, this does not exclude the possibility of applying the analysis to other types of systems such as load bearing masonry structures, and prefabricated construction systems, as well as structures made of steel or wood. 
